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Presentation Notes
This paper addresses two key governance goals for managers of protected areas here: Establishing mechanisms for the equitable sharing of both costs and benefits arising from the establishment of protected areas and getting full and effective participation of indigenous and local communities, as well as other players, in the management of existing and establishment and management of new PAs. 



 

GOVERNANCE 
Participation 

EQUITY 
Benefit-sharing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Governance – how decisions are taken, who takes them and who is ACCOUNTABLE to whom. How do you get real participation of communities, not just a few articulate elites, and How is equity achieved in terms of benefit-sharing and governance in general? 



A NAMIBIAN 
PERSPECTIVE 

Dr Margaret Jacobsohn – founding co-director, now trustee 
Integrated Rural Development & Nature Conservation (IRDNC) 

+ CBNRM consultant 
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Presentation Notes
Governance is about people – and this picture is about people – these lions were photographed 4 kms from a villageThe presentation draws on our experience in Namibia over the last 30 years, and more recently in western Zambia, with links to CBNRM projects in Botswana and Angola. Will talk about Namibia’s CBNRM program where we are implementing and wrestling with governance, participation, equity and benefit-sharing; How we are trying to link rights and benefits to responsibility; what has worked, what has not worked – and why. Will be discussing work in Namibia’s community conservation areas – ICCAs - and a co-management model between Government and a Resident’s Trust - people who live in Bwabwata National Park in West Caprivi in Namibia. And looking at the significance of these in terms of natural resource management, poverty reduction and the growth of civil society.
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A scene from Bwabwata National Park:Two over-arching points: Our definition of benefits goes beyond financial income and includes social empowerment and enhanced quality of life, as defined by the people themselves.  Secondly the focus is field implementation, not theory. Insights and lessons are based on practical experience gained from working on the ground with diverse rural communities living inside and/or neighboring protected areas.
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Namibia is a very large country with a small population although much of the country is desert, and semi arid, and not suitable for agriculture. It’s vastness makes provision of infrastructure and services for its people highly challenging for government and NGOs
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Namibia’s CBNRM is a long story covering 30 years but I’m going to extract some key events, insights and lessons, focusing on governance issues. Governance seems to be the least popular of the CBD targets, judging from the dearth in reporting on the topic. Yet a lot is obviously being done, as discussed here by many delegates. Africa has a lot to teach the so-called developed world about community-based approaches to a myriad of problems.Governance is about people: Nothing will change in the world – no climate change mitigation, no reduction in carbon emissions, no changes in consumer patterns, no equitable economic upliftment, no end to corruption  and greed of politicians - and bankers – unless a majority of people reach consensus, make plans and act. So this objective in your Program of Work goes far beyond conservation . . . Management is WHAT we do. Governance is WHO does it and who is accountable to WHOM – and HOW. We all know WHAT to do – you’ve done the training, read the manuals. But the challenge is WHO and, importantly HOW. You might know what to do when approaching elephants but how you do it will decide if you survive or not . . .  - A classic example illustration what-who-how was given to me when I was told at another South African conference by senior official of the then Natal Parks Board that CBNRM doesn’t work. “We’re doing all the right things. We allow our neighboring communities into the national park two days a week to collect firewood and medicinal plants, yet poaching continues. This CBNRM stuff doesn’t work.”Can you spot the problem?The park managers allowed the people in two days a week. There had been no  negotiation, no proper consultation. The benefits to the people were on the park management’s terms so it was not a partnership. Lesson: Partnerships are between equals; Develop real relationship with target community, not just related to your sphere of interest.
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The NGO I co-founded nearly 30 years ago, IRDNC, pioneered community-based natural resource management in Namibia in the 1980s with a small project in a politically very unsupportive climate. It has evolved over the years and today it works in six of Namibia’s 12 regions – the remotest ones – and in Western Zambia with links to Angola and Botswana.There are two types of land tenure in Namibia – freehold and communal or state land. The latter covers more than 40% of the land with the majority of our people living there. In colonial days communal area farmers had no rights over their wildlife. If they hunted, they were poachers whereas freehold farmers had been given rights to their wildlife in the 70s. Interestingly the result of those rights was that wildlife thrived on private farms – people look after what they own.At Independence in 1990 our new government embraced CBNRM and we were given the opportunity to help change legislation. Government embarked on a remarkable consultative process with people who lived with wildlife though a series of socio-ecological surveys. IRDNC did the social component of the surveys at no cost to government. Based on the results of the surveys policy and legislation were amended in 1996 to give communal area farmers the same rights over wildlife and tourism that freehold farmers already had.The vehicle to legally acquire and use these rights is a conservancy – ICCA - Indigenous/Community Conservation Area. And so our early project in the 1980s has developed into an award-winning national program lead by the Namibian Government. More than 15 NGOs and UNAM provide various kinds of support to what is now a large and complex program.



1996 Legislation 

•First 4 communal conservancies in 
1998 

•Today…66 
•20 more emerging 
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By 2011, 66 communities across Namibia – in 11 of our 13 regions - had chosen to register their communal land as a conservancy, with 13 registered community forests. Another 20 or so of both are emerging.A conservancy is a local management organization that provides a legal and institutional framework for managing common property resources.legally registered with government and its boundaries GPS-ed and published in the Government Gazette. But it is self defined, zoned and managed by its residents – a group of people who decide to work together.It is not a national park and farming activities continue as normal. The conservancy legally enables residents to benefit from wildlife (and through community forests, also other natural resources) in return for sustainably managing wildlife and other natural resources. Conservancy members will zone their land as a core wildlife area, for tourism, hunting and for mixed farming and wildlife. CONSERVANCIES ARE VOLUNTARY People took the opportunity with both hands as you see . . .Number will peak at about 80.Namibia’s CBNRM approach as implemented through conservancies and community forests and is based on well established economic and management principles of  devolution of rights and responsibilities to the lowest appropriate level and  ownership and tenure over the resources in defined geographic areas and  the creation of appropriate incentives through empowerment, economic opportunities and the enhancement of traditional, cultural and heritage values.Conservancies give residents rights in return for responsible management. What do these rights MEAN on the ground? 1. Conservancies protect their wildlife and now, other valuable natural resources;2. In return for sustainable management they legally acquire the consumptive and non-consumptive rights over wildlife.3. This means a lodge operator must now enter into a contract with the conservancy, not merely pay a small lease fee in the capital. He has to share his profits in some way and the conservancy may require local labor hiring, for example. Whether this is a big outside investor or a small local entrepreneur, all have to enter into a conservancy contract. Obviously a small local business will not be required to pay much, or maybe nothing at all in its start-up phase. Remember these businesses are operating on COMMUNAL lands. Not privately owned land and the conservancy membership as a whole has committed to protecting the resources in that area.4. Conservancies may award hunting contracts to Professional Hunters.5. Conservancies may also utilized an annual quota of huntable game – for own use, live sales or shoot and sell. A lot of NGO and government support has been needed to help communities grasp these opportunities, and to manage and monitor how it is working.



For Conservancy (ICCA) registration: 

• - Defined boundaries  
• - List of registered members  
• - Constitution 
• - Representative committee  
• - Wildlife management plan 
• - Land-use plan 
• - Equitable benefit distribution plan 
• - Annual General Meetings 
• - Member meetings – sub-units 
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To be registered conservancies need to haveDefined and GPSed boundaries that their neighboring community have agreed with – no fencing allowed; Members need to be listed in a conservancy register A constitution which lays out how the conservancy will be governed –how decisions are taken, who takes them and who is accountable to whom.A committee that is representatives of its members - which means elections. And accountable to the members. A plan on how wildlife will be managed. And in recent years A land-use plan that has to be lodged with the regional land boardConservancies earn income and government requires they have an equitable benefit distribution planThey have to have Annual General Meetings where budgets are agreedAnd there needs to be regular communication with members so a good conservancy may have a communications strategy. My NGO provides a technical support structure for conservancies to meet these requirements but then also to move on to sustainability. – economic and social. More than a third of conservancies now economically viable and no longer require donor start-up funding.For most communities it is a big learning curve to go from being subsistence farmers to running an organization with staff, income and equipment.
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Namibia’s state protected areas cover about 16 % of the country.
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Communal conservancies and state PAsMany conservancies buffer our parks – absolutely critical when we have small parks, as in Caprivi Region, with elephant populations for example, and form wildlife friendly corridors.Namibia and its conservancies and community forests have a key role to play in KAZA – Kavango-Zambezi trans-frontier conservation area – the five-country initiative which will be the world’s largest trans-frontier conservation area.  



- Communal 
conservancies 
16.1% 

- Parks and 
reserves 16.5% 

- Freehold 
conservancies 
6.1% 

- Community 
forests 1.1% 

- = nearly 40% of 
Namibia under 
conservation 
management 
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Thanks to community-based natural resource management – using THREE key principles: giving communities real ownership over their natural resources, directly involving them and linking rights/benefits to responsibility – Namibia has almost  40% of its land under some form of wildlife-friendly conservation status. As important, we have local social structures with which to plan, make decisions and implement action. Of the 66 conservancies 23 are financially independent – covering all their costs and making income for their members, 8 contributed between 50- 99% and 10 contributed between 1-49%. Financial sustainability plans are being done in all conservancies.
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What started as a wildlife conservation and benefits to people project is enabling Namibia to address large-scale environmental and social challenges beyond wildlife conservation – using conservancies and CFs as the locally responsible social structures.These challenges include major deterioration of biodiversity and veld productivity due to devastating loss of top soils and perennial grasses, or bush encroachment as a result of grazing or fire mismanagement. We have a network of community-based water committeesLocally managed Inland Fisheries Fire management – early burning regimes using local conservancy knowledge and people power to enhance biodiversity and reduce dangerous late season wild fires. Namibia’s first-ever integrated regional fire policy – collaboration between government, IRDNC and conservancies.Degraded range – conservancy-based holistic range management;We can create elephant and conservation corridors - across Namibia and between countries – e.g. restoring traditional migration route of elephants from Botswana’s Chobe, across Namibia into Zambia and Angola These CBOs can be up-scaled to complexes of conservancies or eco-zones or downscaled to cattle herding groups within a conservancy, and as such are building blocks to implement both large-scale and local initiatives, including trans-boundary conservation and development. The conservancy, which aims to diversify the local economy, also provides a local structure to help members become more economically resilient and adapt local economies to climate change.Conservancies and community forests cannot be seen as the solution to every environmental and social problem in rural areas but what they do provide is an organized local forum to address some of the intractable environmental problems we face. Thus Namibia’s conservancies enable activation of Nobel laureate the late Wangari Maathai’s well known advice to environmentalists everywhere - think globally; act locally.



The  
CBNRM 
story 

 

Where  
we started 
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We’ve come a long way: In the early 80s we were very close to losing our rhino, elephant and most other species of wildlife in the north-west to serious commercial and subsistence poaching.In one year in one area 138 elephant and 52 rhino carcasses found. The North-West – Kaokoveld or Kunene Region – is a vast area, had few roads and there were only two government nature conservation officials stationed in an area that covered more than xx hectares. Poaching was being done by local people for outside buyers. As the people lived in and knew the area and had bushcraft skills, conventional anti-poaching had no hope.



HOW DID WE GO FROM THIS ... 
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People were alienated from their wildlife and hostile to the government which was implementing the law.So how did we go from this . . . Colonialism took away people’s rights over wildlife; most independent African states continued to do the same = result was what you see in this slide.However, in Namibia there were traditional leaders who did not want to see the end of WL.Together we build a local, collective vision of wildlife one day being Namibia’s goldWe also started with CGG Changing TA’s support from passive to ACTIVE
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TO this He’s a very much alive rhino – last year’s picture. He has just been translocated from a concession area into a communal area conservancy. Look at the pride on those Namibian conservancy members’ faces. Who have been given rhino by their government for safekeeping.
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Before we look at how CBNRM was achieved let’s just look at some of what is has achieved:



North-west lions – from nearly 
extinct to more than 120  NE buffalo thriving 
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The results on wildlife: Taking just two species - a prey and a predator marker speciesA tenfold + recovery in North-west of NamibiaGame doing well in other conservancies and being assisted by translocations of a variety of species.
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Wildlife numbers in the Kunene Region have increased dramatically over the past 20 years. Population estimates between the 1980s and 1990s were derived from aerial counts. For the last 12 years a joint road-based census takes place, involving MET, NGOs and conservancies. Utilization by conservancies takes place – trophy hunting, own use shoot and sell and live sales – but the trend continues upwards. In areas where CBNRM not being applied, wildlife had all but disappeared and many species are extinct.
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Some economic achievements N$=SAR IRR = INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN NNI = NET NATIONAL INCOME defined as the VALUE OF GOODS AND SERVICES that CBNRM activities make available each year to the nation – plus the CAPITAL STOCK VALUE of the wildlife in the North WestYou can focus on the figures – or you can just look at the faces of three rural people who are directly benefiting from CB conservation and development. This is a plant business being run by Puros Conservancy – high value resin from a commiphora species is bought from local harvesters. The Himba women is receiving payment from conservancy staff. Note the scale in the picture on which her resin is weighed and turned into cash.The resin, now refined into an essential oil at a still, is sold to the international perfume industry. These are the sorts of enterprises the socially organized conservancy structures make possible. Without the conservancy there could have been a free for all if the resin was put on the market – now the conservancy itself ensures that only members harvest and are paid, and the business model is triple bottom line – people, planet, profits. NGO support was essential to get this process right.
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Incomes from CBNRM rose from zero in 1994 to almost N$46 million in 2010.The graph divides income into three categories: cash income to conservancies, non-cashincome to conservancies (e.g meat from wildlife; equipment received), and income from other CBNRM activities.JOBS more than 1300 fulltime jobs and over 3000 part time jobs created directly by conservancies – in remote rural areas where they was no work619 conservancy management jobs of which 148 women; A further 717 jobs created within conservancies; and 3044 part-time jobsBenefits include creating new and additional activities which give many households access the benefits they never had before and which would have not been possible without conservancies.BENEFIT DISTRIBUTION: 14conservancies distributed cash benefits to members or villagesCapital development – water points for game or peopleSocial benefits – school bursaries, soup kitchens and Christmas boxes for pensioners, contributions to TAs, support to families affected by HIV/AIDS; HIV/AIDS policies in place with action plans; hundreds of peer educators trained;More than N$4m worth of game meat distributed to households by conservanciesGrowing trend for conservancies to pool money at sub-unit or village level so village makes decisions about its useSo we have a situation where one in 8 Namibians now lives in a conservancy. Apart from the obvious benefits to natural resources, conservancies have directly and indirectly created several thousand jobs and earned ordinary people money. Pride and self respect – people steering their own development with assistance from government and NGOs. How did we achieve this.



Direct involvement 
Local vision of ownership 
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Namibia’s small success story starts with partnership – real partnership where all members were regarded as equals.Our massive commercial poaching was stopped within 2 years by a partnership between community leaders and in the 80s in the absence of a democratic government, with an NGOs. This involved community leader’s taking responsibility and becoming accountable. They appointed community game guards; the NGO raised some funding to pay them. But the CGGs did not work for the NGO – they were accountable to their own leaders who could hire or fire them. Only with real responsibility comes accountability. Direct involvement of the community through its leaders and their appointment of community game guards was the other key step. There was no supportive legislation and no real income to communities from this little project at that stage – just the nurturing of a vision.A vision of ownership of wildlife being returned to people and one day being more valuable alive than in a cooking pot. Not our vision – the people’s own vision. These simple three components – partnership, direct involvement and nurturing a local vision of ownership of the wildlife – moved the majority of people from passive support of the poachers to active support for conservation of their wildlife. 
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MODERN Conservancy Game guards.From the start OUR AIM WAS TO STOP POACHING – NOT JUST ARREST POACHERS – a world of difference. There will always be young men willing to risk a lot for the high stakes of rhino and elephant poaching. And by the time you catch a poacher you’ve lost animals. Obviously anti-poaching activities very necessary at times but in the long-term the goal should be to make poaching unacceptable to the majority of the people country. You need to change the majority of people from passive support to poachers to active participation in wildlife conservation.Today: Evidence of more poaching inside national parks than in conservancies. For example, Some trans-boundary problems with poaching in Caprivi; groups coming across from Zambia: conservancy members chased off a poaching gang after they had shot one elephant and prevented them from taking the ivory in the same week a nearby national park lost several elephant and their ivory.Need to say at this point that today, with the highly sophisticated methods used by commercial rhino and elephant poachers, Namibia has also upped it protection methods using a three-pronged approach – Government: law enforcement and management including appropriate telemetry technology; Conservancies and NGOs: Monitoring with ID of entire rhino population in communal areas  3) community support and involvement.  Note that government has not taken ownership of the problem – it continues to share conservation of its rhinos with its people, and one of my NGOs activities when rhino poaching escalated in neighboring countries was to bring some old very good CGGs out of retirement to train young conservancy staff. 
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Some key steps in a good CBNRM process, drawing on our experiences in many conservancies and in out work in Bwabata National Park where a co-management model with government and the 5000 people who live in the park, is supported by IRDNC.Where do we start:1. All good relationships are based on mutual trust and respect. 2. Find ways to change attitudes – yours as well as community.  3. Your ears are your best tool in community work4. Foster a joint vision – not just yours – this changes attitudes.5. Actively build community confidence and skills6. All decisions and action should be joint7. Establish forums for communication – IRDNC’s quarterly planning workshops have been a mainstay. Will discuss this later.8. Local social structures – organizing communities – are essential. Communities can adapt existing structures or may need to establish new ones. These will then need support and resources to do their job. EQUITY possible with these structuresKey principles on which Namibian program founded: ownership and direct involvement of communities and linking rights to responsibilities.
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Forums for communication, planning and decision-making may have to be created and used.IRDNC’s Quarterly Workshops – attended by several reps of conservancies – we have several such workshops because of numbers each quarter. Other NGOs, different govt ministries, researchers. Forum for co-ordination, planning, peer learning and capacity building.But also promotes achievement. Conservancies come with their 3 month work-plan as already worked out with their committees and have to report back on the previous quarter. Peer review, researchers, government communities. All held publicly accountable – conservancy workplan; NGO work-plan. Conservancy that meets its 5 priorities will be cheered. One that fails to do so will have opportunity to explain why now, get advice. NGO and govt held accountable. Some govt officials found this difficult at first but most get used to it and become far more efficient and effective as a result.Apart from wildlife recoveries and income to Namibia and its people: GROWTH OF strong civil society in remote rural areas. Taking time but members of conservancies have shown some real advances – several AGMs been stopped by the members because not satisfied with their committee’s financial report. A conservancy has decided to charge a member of its own staff for theft of their collective money – a loan. Anyone coming from a small rural community knows how difficult this step is when you live alongside the family of the person you are sending to prison.



GOVERNANCE • Poaching metaphor 
• ID all players/ages 
• Researcher’s trap 
• Ownership/local users 
• Go below committees 
• Same page; clear roles 
• Unbundling of rights 
• Extend training 
• Twin elders-youth 
• Visioning 
• Expect conflict 
• $ - involve women 
• Benefits – invest time 
• Donors don’t know best 
• War zones 
• Strategic withdrawal 
• TIME 
• Self reflection, consistency 
• Pro-activeness, humility 
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It’s a very rocky road to good governance in conservancies – From support NGO’s perspective:What’s involved in getting to good governance of a conservancy –we’ve made a lot of mistakes and learnt a lot of lessons – Here are a just a few, most taken from IRDNC’s Lessons from the Field book published last year:Stopping poaching - different approach – says it allMake the time to engage with all stakeholders – and ages. All have to be involved and engaged or at least not hostile.Where women are major users of a resource, you may have to use special strategies to ensure that women are decision makers. Beware imposing western gender ideologies.Don’t assume you know local social geography and don’t fall into the researchers and consultant’s trap of assuming his/her informants are the font of all knowledge or that the community is automatically right. Problem elephant researcher uncritically accepted that three elephants had destroyed a particular field and did not work out that those elephants would have had to eat three times their own body weight in one night to achieve this. Canvas for different opinions; triangulate.Ownership must invested in local users –and remember Namibia did not have legal ownership of wildlife for communities when we started. There are different forms of ownership and rights. Don’t just work with the committees – reach the people. Difficult to do with time and capacity constraints. There are many different ways to do this which will be specific to different countries: Summaries of a conservancies constitution so members have access to it;     Posters listing roles and responsibilities of members as well as committees; Important training – financial training – not just treasurer and committee, have a few ordinary members of  community on the course each time – so that the idea of accountability spreads extend training beyond staff/committeeMake sure all players on the same page: Build a robust, common understanding of new legislation and policy among stakeholders and clarify implementation roles.  Work with what you have –unbundling of rights and important concept. If Nam had waited to law legal rights for communities, we’d still be in workshops talking about a program. You don’t have to have everything in place. Use what’s there and work towards the ideal. Include ordinary community members and a few leaders in staff/committee training events.Great Himba model – illiterate but very wise older man twinned with a literate young man – elder talks about the younger man being his pen,Most valuable process – Visioning. We use it a lot because it gets people looking at what they want to achieve and not just at the problems – creates energy.Conflicts are inevitable because the stakes are so high – ownership and use of natural resources.And them comes MONEY – now the real conflicts begin. Why women are there – nearly 30 out of 66 treasurers are women.  Do far better than young men. Women make up about 35% of conservancy management – need to increase that %.Benefits – Time – much more than you think – has to be invested in facilitating community-run enterprises and reaching both good management and governance.Donors really often don’t know best.Working in a war zone requires changing strategy not objectives – West Caprivi experience.Withdrawal must be slow and strategic – we made big mistakes in Namibia by giving a lot of support when conservancies getting start-up donor grants, but then withdrawing when own income started coming in. We should have stayed in our support structure role – many conservancies invited us back to help sort out the mess.Time and more time. Reason Namibia has worked – decades.Self refection, consistency, pro-activeness, humility 



HACCSIS 
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JOINT ACTION would include ensuring the benefits of living with wildlife outweigh the costs.  Addressing  costs of living with wl – collective income to conservancy but individual losses to  a farmer when elephants damage a water point; trample and eat a field of crops, lion and other predators take cattle, goats or sheep.HACCSIS = Human Animal Conflict Conservancy Self Insurance Scheme.IRDNC initiated conservancy managed self-insurance scheme – conservancy paying half the claim and managing process – people don’t usually steal own money but will try to get what they can from government or NGO funds.Govt, in election year, decided to take over scheme - this is good on the one hand, as this is what NGOs are about: We can test new ideas and take risks that govt – using taxpayers money - can’t. If idea works government or community take it over. We’re hoping Government does not lose sight of key HACCSIS principles which is that conservancies must own and manage the scheme, not the government.So benefits of living with wildlife must outweigh costs -Tourism important here – e.g. concessions and joint ventures with private sector and conservancies 
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BENEFITS come from consumptive and non-consumptive tourismPROFIT-SHARING WITH PRIVATE SECTOR30 LODGE JV agreements AND 33 HUNTING CONCESSIONS
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But its taken some time to move private sector to this point of view
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ALSO CONSERVANCIES OWN ENTERPRISESIMPORTANCE OF OWNERSHIP AS WELL AS BENEFITS FOR RESPONSIBILITYPROMOTING ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN RURAL COMMUNITIESSlowly benefits are starting to go to the people who live with wildlife in Namibia – but we are just starting to make an impact at household level.More work to be done6. Ownership and direct involvement: SLIDE 17 campsites inside parks – why? – ownership and direct involvement 
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One of the offshoots of CBNRM is a new type of safari company – these people are not cultural marketing tools – they are some of the owners of the company. About CSN. 
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Same conservancy-owned safari company has progressed to owning this a lodge – Etambura. 



•From black-market tragedy of 
commons 
•To sustainable use and 
management 
•413 harvesters - N$ 570,939 in 
2011 
•Organic Certification 
•Critical sources of income to 
people’s pockets 

Devil’s Claw in Bwabwata NP 

• n 
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Another example of benefits from conservation – this time inside the Bwabwata National Park in West Caprivi. Model of co-management between MET and the 5000 Khoe San people who live inside the park.Devil’s Claw (413 harvesters earning N$ 570,939 in 2011)  have been critical sources of income that go directly into people’s pockets, and not towards the committee’s management costs. A simple idea, like obtaining Organic Certification for Devil’s Claw, has pushed the price up by 300% This would not have happened if NGO had not seen opportunity and taken initiative.         



• Rights to natural resources  
  formalized and NB: operationalized 
 
• Collective voice 
• Improved social organization 
• Vision of the future 
• Self esteem 
 
• Capacity – women and men 
• Co-operation – government and people 
• Partnerships 
• Improved conflict management  
 

Beyond $$$ . . . 
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Beyond money: A few examples of what has come out of conservancies besides income and jobs:Formalizing people’s rights of access to their natural resources, including wildlife and valuable plants, through registration of conservancies, resident’s trusts – Operationalizing rights to natural resources – eg. Only members of conservancy or residents trust allowed to collect commiphora resin or devils claw. Conservancy members able to exclude outsiders by refusing to buy what they have collected. NB that conservancy, not NGO or government, manage the buying. Need technical of logistic support and training but the aim must be ownership and direct involvement of the community. Improved social organization has led to a collective voice – government listening to this remote rural lobby – represents one in 8 Namibians. Interesting point – corrupt TAs don’t want conservancies; good ones do.This is so important – a future vision energizes people into action:Capacity built through CBNRM program benefiting communities in many other ways – e.g HIV/AIDS mitigation being facilitated – better access to community networks etc. Polio epidemic – Health officials used conservancy offices and membership lists – people well organized. Good regional governors have recognized value of conservancies in their constituencies.Multi-level partnerships – bringing wide range of skills into playHad to draw on communities for some of our conflict management lessons – DRC – dispute resolution committee sorted out early boundary issues.Above is what to do and some hows – 10%. Implementation is the other 90%. Not easy working with communities, takes a special kind of patience and endurance, humility. 



Key CBNRM concepts 

People directly involved 
Ownership 
Partnership 
Rights, benefits linked to 
responsibilities 
Local social structures 
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Some of the key concepts of CBNRM  – PARTICPATION of people COLLECTIVE OWNERSHIPS OF RESOURCES AND SERVICES  It links the RIGHTS and benefits users of the resource or service get to RESPONSIBILITIESPARTERNSHIPS BETWEEN COMMUNITIES AND AUTHORITIES All need a LOCAL social structure to make things happen. Can be a VIRTUAL GROUP ONLINER or, in our case, communities of people in rural Namibia 



Cutting edge of conservation 
Governance, 
participation, 
equity and  
benefit-sharing in 

action  
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This is truly the cutting edge of conservation and - democracy – it’s a remote conservancy holding a committee meeting - people planning and working together to change their world – to govern their conservancy; to manage common resources,to diversify their economy, to distribute benefits equitably. What, who and how. 



It’s all one world 
CBNRM and Nobel Prize winners 

Wangari Maathai  
Peace Prize, 2004 

Muhammad Yunus 
Economics, 2006 

Elinor Ostrom 
Economics, 2009 
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ADD governance slant if going to use this slideCommunity-based management has received the international recognition it deserves, not just in conservation circles, but also in economic and political arenas through the work of three recent Nobel Prize winners.In 2004 Kenya’s Wangari Maathai became the first African woman to win the Nobel Peace Prize. Her community-based work is rooted in local ownership and governance of forests and clearly demonstrated the link between the environment and the growth of democracy. The work of two winners of the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences – Muhammad Yunus in 2006 and Elinor Ostrom in 2009 - also supports the principles that underlie CBNRM. Yunus started the Grameen community-based banking system – went well till big corporate banks got involved.Elinor Ostrom’s ground truthed work showed that collective ownership of resources and services sometimes works better than state or private ownershipOstrom’s preconditions for stable arrangements to co-operatively manage common property resources could easily be used to describe an ‘ideal’ Namibian communal area conservancy.



Challenges facing CBNRM •Big funding programs  
•Poor govt. co-ordination 
•KAZA – top down? 
•Human-wildlife conflict 
•Social vs. science 
•World economy – tourism  
•Climate change/air travel 
•Corruption, greed, theft  
•Role models? 
•Too few field facilitators 
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Presentation Notes
A few of the challenges facing program:Big funding programs such as MCA – very prescriptive and un-flexibleLack of co-ordination between Government ministries -  different agendas e.g. prison in game reserveKaza – postive or negative impact – top down government to government process so far. Big international NGOs attracted to the big money – not working with the national programWildlife-people conflicts are never going to be eradicated any more than traffic accidents will be. But the problem can be managed and reduced by a range of well-tested mitigation measures. Don’t forget the principles of community ownership and direct involvement here.Many scientists and not enough sociologists, anthropologists, people trained tom work with people. Science fields often attract those who are not interested in community work etc.  I call myself a socio-ecologist and a scholar-practitioner. Dire world economy and its impact on tourism. Gives private sector the excuse not to properly partner conservancies.Climate change – Besides challenges of extreme weather episodes, Namibia has had its share of bio fuel entrepreneurs wanting to take prime wildlife habitat for jatropha etc. A few headmen and entrepreneur will benefit – if the fuel makes it to production, cutting out majority. This is NOT EQUITY; long haul air-flights increasingly regarded as socially irresponsible – will hit small conservancy owned businesses hard. Catch 22. Big companies, corporates can afford to take the hit.Corruption, greed and theft – have some of this in Namibia although maybe not as bad as some African counties. Our bankers seem more honest than those in the West. But few good role models for the leaders of  newly emerging institutions like conservancies. Our youth may change all that?  Internal governance issues – love of money source of all evil as grandma said – daniel kahneman anecdote re money on screen. Shortage of field facilitators prepared to work on the ground with people for long periods of time. Plenty of short term consultants but always short of field people



 

 
WHY has program worked? 
• Government’s role 
• Strong consistent vision 
• NGO support 
• People empowered 
• Capacity 
• Resources 
• Long-term donor support 
• Equal partnerships 
• Not just about $ 
• Responsibility-Accountability 
• Individual + collective benefits 
• Implemented! 
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Why program has worked?  Some enduring insights and lessons: Partnerships with all partners treated as equals. Where capacity has had to built to enable equal participation we’ve done out best to do this conservancies - obviously conservancies and community forests need the capacity and resources to do the job and must be supported by NGO and government to acquire these.MET recognized own weaknesses and lack of resources and worked with NGOs and donors; Strong Namibian NGOs with consistent vision; Donor support over long period – WWF family with us since 1990. Three-year cycles may suit the donor country but that’s not long enough to change attitudes and embed local ownership. We treat donors as equal partners – not project leaders. The value of financial returns should not overshadow importance of localized collective responsibility and governancePeople don’t become accountable unless they are given real responsibilityIndividuals need to benefit as well as communities – craft and honey projects, marketing of valuable plants, game harvesting are thus all critically important.Respect and implement the triple bottom line – empower people in every step and don’t just focus on income or the environment.Ideas are just 5% the remainder is the actual implementationYour energy goes where your attention is so focus on the solution, not the problem.ConclusionThere is no holy grail in what we call community-based natural resource management but there are core principles which equally apply to a remote community in NW Namibia or to a large community living on the edge of an embattled national park. The challenges associated with CBNRM projects in rural Namibia and Zambia differ from the international challenges we face only in scale and specific content. They all require that PEOPLE reach consensus, manage conflicts, are willing to change their attitudes and crucially that plans and decisions are translated into action. 
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www.irdnc.org.na 
mjacobsohn@mail.na 
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Beyond “just” conservation 

The three ‘pillars’ of CBNRM 

Economic 
development 
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resource 
management 



Beyond natural resources 
• Inner-city 
rejuvenation 

• Community-based 
sewerage projects 

• Partnerships with 
police 
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Presentation Notes
Community-based management extends way beyond natural resources. Collective local governance of common property as an alternative to centralized management by state or private enterprise is being applied in diverse settings in many countries.In United States inner-city rejuvenation projects, tenants of slum buildings have been allowed to use their rentals as payment to acquire ownership of their apartments. Results include renovated buildings and healthier, safer recreation and living environments – at minimal cost to the authorities.In Orangi, the largest shantytown in Pakistan’s Karachi, a community-based project has transformed filthy lanes where sewage used to run. By empowering local people to pay for and build their own sewage systems instead of relying on inefficient central services, Orangi has clean streets and efficient drains and piping. The Orangi Pilot Project is being replicated in cities across Pakistan, Nepal, Cambodia, Vietnam, South Africa and Sri Lanka and is one of many effective community-based water and sanitation projects in poor urban communities.Many South African communities are collectively taking responsibility to partner their local police force to help them address crime and in Namibia three police stations have been built by communities. In the UK police and the public also in partnership Other examples abound. 
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